
Whether you are investors, business leaders, 
entrepreneurs, CEO of a company, GM of industry, 
official governmental officers, environmental 
consultants, or environmental
 
Consulting firm, we definitely can help you in a 
matter of environmental impact assessment issues.

Potential Clients:

We are an environmental consulting firm special-
ized in the field of environmental impact assess-
ment services. Our brand name and logo represent 
the type of service we provide. This firm was 
created to fulfill a market need for reliable and 
trusted environmental impact assessment services. 
However, we bare a global vision to enlightening 
the nations of the world by innovative and practi-
cal processes and frameworks, equations, models 
to improve the execution of this profession (EIA 
services).

Our future plan is to make our services reachable 
and reliable for all businesses in all nations of the 
globe. Although we operate from certain locations, 
our services are crossing the boards of countries. 
We care of this planet, carious of saving the wild-
life, and seeking the general good for humanity.

About Us:

The process of getting a service is divided into six 
sequential steps as follows:
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We do what we are committed to do, and we do it 
in the utmost care with the highest possible quali-
ty. We execute a new EIA project for each client 
using a project, program, and portfolio manage-
ment style depending on the size and complexity 
of the task. We do not copy- approach to save time, 
money, and efforts. We have selected the most 
practical and useful tools, frameworks, and pro-
cesses that are suitable for EIA projects. 

Adjusting and developing the available and the 
most practical tools, frameworks and processes is 
one of our techniques to ensure the success of EIA 
projects.

We are here for all of those who 
need environmental impact assess-
ment (EIA) services. We commit 
ourselves to this single profession 
(EIA services), and we are not going 
to do any other environmental con-
sulting services. All the other 
services are considered out of our 
scope of work.

EIA (i.e., Impact Assessment Ltd. Corporation) is a 
consulting firm in the field of environmental man-
agement consultancy. EIA is specialized in making 
environmental impact assessment (EIA) services to 
its clients. Since the establishment, EIA has limited 
itself to produce only one type of consulting services 
(i.e., EIA service). 

This high-specialization leads us to focus on our 
business to maintain quality in our services, to 
increase creativity in our methods and techniques, 
and to integrate with other businesses. The name 
of the firm comes from the service that we provide. 
“EIA produces EIA services”.

A sequence series of seven visions

La société en quelques ligne

Execution Style for EIA Projects:

To redefine & reinvent 
the modern principles 
and practices of the 
perfect execution of EIA 
for the sake of human 
good.

Mission

“Concentrated-focus in Specialty & Unique Execu-
tion Framework”

Concentrated-focus and high-specialty in one type 
of environmental consulting services (which is EIA 
services).

EIA Strategic Execution Framework: We conduct 
EIA services in our own developed unique style. It 
is a combination of four elements: The details of 
these four elements are know-how protected.

Unique networks of collaborations
Developed Framework of EIA execution
Developed a series of EIA Execution Processes & 
Mechanisms
Innovative Overall Impact Assessment Model.

Strategy:

Scope of Work:

Vision:

Our consultants conduct environmental impact 
assessment (EIA) studies for several types of proj-
ects in the planning stage or construction stage or 
at continues stage.

Types of EIA Projects:

EIA Project Execution: executing social and envi-
ronmental impact assessment (EIA) projects to our 
clients [in a comprehensive or limited format 
style].
EIA Report Review: reviewing social & EIA reports 
to our clients [review a report that has been con-
ducted for our clients by third party or for govern-
mental bodies]
EIA Consultancy (for decision makers) – ways to 
decide and judge.

EIA Consultancy (for environmental consultants & 
practionares) – ways to conduct EIA projects.

List of Services:

1st Vision 2020:  To lead a booming in the pro-
fession of EIA at the national level.

7th  Vision 2117: To be the future generations’ 
flag that enlightening the profession of EIA… 
the high-standards of quality…the stem of tradi-
tion… the prestigious brand-name.


